LONGVIEW COMMUNITY COUNCIL AGENDA

Date: Monday, November 8, 2021
Time: 3:30 PM
Place of Meeting: Longview Elementary Library

Council Members Present: Jessica Zimmerman, Adam Hock, Jennifer Clark, Jessica Morgan, Sara Vorwaller, Elyse Gile, Rebecca Te'o

Council Members Absent: Chantel Olsen

Agenda items

- Approval of October minutes (Motion: Jennifer Clark, Second: Jessica Zimmerman, all voted affirmative)
- HB58 Positive Behavior Support Plan
  - Prevent substance/addictive behaviors
  - Review plan and resources
  - Awareness for parents - school website and notifications
- Emergency Preparedness Plan (See Attached Document)
  - Formatting errors to fix (Jessica Morgan)
  - Update contacts
  - Emergency individualized bags
  - “Run, hide, fight” training
- Potential CC meeting break in December – at this time we will plan not to meet in Dec.
- Textbook open house at Murray District this month

Motion to close: Jessica Morgan, Second: Jennifer Clark, Jessica Zimmerman